Where are they? 2 in ORs and one on each ICU floor in the Main (New) Hospital. The ICU carts are stored in the middle of each ICU floor near code carts.

There are 2 options on the carts:

- **HANDHELD CMAC** – Can be used with attachable screen and battery pack, or can be attached to light source/monitor.
- **FLEXIBLE INTUBATING SCOPES** – Must be attached to the light source/monitor.

- No anesthesia equipment will connect to the ENT Storz Light Source.
- No anesthesia equipment connects by twisting. Everything is push until it clicks.
- After use call as follows for processing:
  - Sunday 11 pm to Friday 11 pm, call 19520
  - Friday 11 pm to Sunday 11 pm, call 84400

There are biohazard bags and a metal case in the bottom drawer.
**STEPS FOR USING THE HANDHELD CMAC BLADES**

1) Make sure cart is plugged in and turned on as shown below. Note the different light sources on this cart.

2) Select a blade from the top drawer and connect it to the CMAC Handheld Screen (small drawer in picture) and insert the battery. If this does not work, the battery may not be charged.
**Insertion of Battery Pack into Handheld Screen**

**CMAC Blade Attached to Handheld Screen, with Battery Pack Inserted in the Back**
*IF THE BATTERY IS NOT CHARGED, OR YOU WANT TO USE THE LARGER MONITOR, CONNECT THE BLADE DIRECTLY TO THE MONITOR LIGHT SOURCE AS SHOWN BELOW.*

1) GET THE CABLE OUT OF THE DRAWER LABELED CMAC EXTENSION CABLE.
2) CONNECT THE LARGER BLACK END OF THE CABLE TO THE BLADE. NEVER TWIST.
3) INSERT THE SMALLER GRAY END OF THE CABLE INTO THE LIGHT SOURCE BOX (SMALLER BOX - NOT THE STORZ POWER LED WHICH IS THERE FOR OUR ENT COLLEAGUES!)

   NEVER TWIST. JUST LINE UP ARROWS AND INSERT TILL CLICK.
4) IF YOU ARE CONNECTED VIA CABLE TO LIGHT SOURCE AND IT’S NOT WORKING, ENSURE THAT THE LARGE MONITOR IS TURNED ON.
TO RELEASE AND SWIVEL THE LARGE MONITOR, YOU NEED TO LIFT THIS BLACK PLASTIC TAB AS SHOWN BELOW
STEPS FOR USING THE FLEXIBLE INTUBATING SCOPES

1) SELECT THE APPROPRIATE SIZE SCOPE FROM THE SIDE CABINET. IN ORDER TO REMOVE WITHOUT DAMAGING SCOPE, YOU HAVE TO TILT IT OUT AS SHOWN IN PHOTOS.
2) CONNECT THE GRAY END OF THE CABLE TO THE LIGHT SOURCE IN THE SMALL DRAWER LABELLED LIGHT SOURCE. **DO NOT TWIST. JUST LINE UP ARROWS AND INSERT TILL IT CLICKS.**
3) THE IMAGE SHOULD APPEAR ON THE LARGE MOUNTED MONITOR. IF NOT, CHECK CONNECTIONS AND MAKE SURE THE MAIN POWER AND THE MONITOR POWER SWITCHES ARE ON.
WHEN REMOVING TILT OUT SO AS NOT TO DAMAGE CABLE INSERTION SITE.